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another idea. Try this link. You will find the exact
solution of your problem. One of the most popular
smartphones to come out in the last year or so is the
Samsung Galaxy S5. Not only does it have one of the
fastest processors out there in the Snapdragon 820,
but it also comes with Android 6.0 Marshmallow
which is packed with new features and comes
loaded with Samsung’s unique features like the Air
View, Samsung Pass, Samsung SmartThings and
more. However, along with all of these added
features comes a slightly increased price tag of
$845.00. But there are ways to trim this cost down
so you can have a great flagship smartphone that is
at a more affordable price, if that is what you want.
The Samsung Galaxy S5 has a price range of
$850.00 to $850.00 which is fine for anyone looking
for a great flagship smartphone. If you are looking
for the best smartphone for under $850.00, check



out the Samsung Galaxy J5. This phone offers a quad
core processor, a 5.5-inch HD display and a great
budget price of $449.00. Before we get into the 8
ways to cut the price down on your Samsung Galaxy
S5, you will want to make sure you know exactly
what you are getting with the Samsung Galaxy S5.
The first thing you will want to do is go into your
settings and under general tab go into about and
check out what version of Android you are running.
Depending on the version of Android you are
running the Samsung Galaxy S5 will either have
access to the latest Android updates or if you are on
Android 6.0 Marshmallow you may or may
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